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Literature Review on Co-Located Collaboration
Modeling Using Multimodal Learning

Analytics—Can We Go the Whole Nine Yards?

Sambit Praharaj , Maren Scheffel , Hendrik Drachsler , and Marcus Specht

Abstract—Collaboration is one of the important 21st-century
skills. It can take place in remote or co-located settings. Co-located
collaboration (CC) is a very complex process that involves subtle
human interactions that can be described with indicators like eye
gaze, speaking time, pitch, and social skills from different
modalities. With the advent of sensors, multimodal learning
analytics has gained momentum to detect CC quality. Indicators
(or low-level events) can be used to detect CC quality with the help
of measurable markers (i.e., indexes composed of one or more
indicators) which give the high-level collaboration process
definition. However, this understanding is incomplete without
considering the scenarios (such as problem solving or meetings) of
CC. The scenario of CC affects the set of indicators considered:
For instance, in collaborative programming, grabbing the mouse
from the partner is an indicator of collaboration; whereas in
collaborative meetings, eye gaze, and audio level are indicators of
collaboration. This can be a result of the differing goals and
fundamental parameters (such as group behavior, interaction, or
composition) in each scenario. In this article, we present our work
on profiles of indicators on the basis of a scenario-driven
prioritization, the parameters in different CC scenarios are
mapped onto the indicators and the available indexes. This defines
the conceptual model to support the design of a CC quality
detection and prediction system.

Index Terms—Co-located collaboration (CC), CC analytics,
collaboration analytics, collaborative learning tools, multimodal
interactions, multimodal learning analytics (MMLA).

I. INTRODUCTION

COLLABORATION is often mentioned as one of the

important 21st-century skills [1] and a part of the 4Cs skill

set [2] (along with critical thinking, communication, and crea-

tivity). When two or more persons work toward a common goal

then collaboration occurs [3]. Most of the works in the field of

learning analytics support for collaboration have focused on

the analysis of distributed (or online) collaboration [4]. How-

ever, with the pervasive use of sensors [5], [6], multimodal

learning analytics (MMLA) [7]–[9] has picked up the pace,

thus shifting the focus to the analysis of co-located collabora-

tion (CC) (or face-to-face collaboration) with the help of sensor

technology [5], [6], [10], [11]. Furthermore, sensor technology

can be easily scaled up [12] and has become affordable and reli-

able in the past decade [13]. CC takes place in physical spaces,

where all group members share each other’s social and episte-

mic space [14]. “The requirement of successful collaboration is

complex, multimodal, subtle, and learned over a lifetime. It

involves discourse, gesture, gaze, cognition, social skills, tacit

practices, etc.” [15, pp.1–2, emphasis added]. According to

Johnson and Johnson [16], positive interdependence, individual

accountability, promotive interaction, the appropriate use of

social skills, and group processing are five variables that medi-

ate the effectiveness of collaboration. Similarly, Meier et al.

[17] identified five aspects of collaborative process and nine

dimensions of rating collaboration quality: Communication

(sustaining mutual understanding, dialogue management), joint

information processing (information pooling, reaching consen-

sus), coordination (task division, time management, technical

coordination), interpersonal relationship (reciprocal interac-

tion), motivation (individual task orientation). The five aspects

of collaboration quality from these two works [16], [17] can be

matched onto each other in the following way:

1) communication/appropriate use of social skills;

2) joint information processing/group processing;

3) coordination/positive interdependence;

4) interpersonal relationship/promotive interaction;

5) motivation/individual accountability.

But, the work by Meier et al. [17] elaborates into fine-

grained subcomponents of these five aspects. Successful col-

laboration also depends on the focus of the assessment of col-

laboration (i.e., whether collaboration is assessed as a process

or as an outcome [18]).

Quality of CC can be detected by different indicators of col-

laboration such as total speaking time [19] or eye gaze [20].

These indicators can be processed and grouped together to dif-

ferent indexes which act as the measurable markers of CC

quality. For instance, the quality of collaboration within a

group can be good if there is higher equality (i.e., the index)

of total speaking time (i.e., the indicator) among the group
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members [19]. Moreover, different scenarios of CC such as

collaborative programming [5], collaborative meetings [6],

[21], or collaborative brainstorming [11] each has a different

set of indicators denoting the quality of collaboration. For

instance, in collaborative programming relevant indicators of

collaboration include pointing to the screen, grabbing the

mouse from the partner, and synchrony in body posture [5];

whereas in collaborative meetings gaze direction, body pos-

ture, or speaking time of group members are more relevant

indicators for collaboration quality [6], [21], [22]. This differ-

ence can be attributed to the goals of the tasks performed dur-

ing CC and the structuring of the task [23], [24]. In addition,

the fundamental parameters of CC like team composition

(such as experts or initiators), the behavior of team members

(such as dominance or rapport) vary from group to group. For

example, a group with fewer dominant members during CC

shows a better quality of collaboration [6]. Therefore, in order

to get a holistic view, a scenario-driven prioritization and a

mapping of the parameters of CC onto the indicators need to

be done. So, the definition of collaboration and its quality

varies across different research fields. It is dependent on the

focus of assessment, goals, fundamental parameters (such as

team composition and team behavior), the scenario in which

collaboration is studied, and the way it has been operational-

ized in different research fields.

Furthermore, such indicators are complex interactions.

These indicators cannot be detected as easily as the interac-

tions from online data logs (or chat logs) generated during the

distributed (or remote) collaboration. Thus, to understand col-

laboration dynamics during CC, a preliminary analysis needs

to be performed to identify indicators relevant for the quality

of collaboration. According to Dillenbourg et al. [25], [26],

we are in the third stage of research on collaboration (after

proving the effectiveness of collaboration in the first stage and

finding the conditions that predict the effects of collaboration

in the second stage). In the third stage, the primary goal is to

understand the interactions that take place during collabora-

tion. To this end, the following research questions need to be

answered with the help of a literature review.

RQ 1: What collaboration indicators have been used in

research to understand the quality of CC?

RQ 2: What is the impact of different scenario-based goals

and parameters for CC on the relevance of the different

indicators?

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,

we describe the approach taken for this review; it is followed

by an explanation of the results obtained from the review in

Section III; this is followed by a discussion of the results in

Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this article and we

throw some light on limitations, future work, and open ques-

tions to be answered.

II. METHODOLOGY

Our broader objective was to find the CC indicators that have

been detected using different modalities to understand the

quality of CC. We, therefore, conducted a literature review

following the guidelines of the PRISMA statement [27]. The

PRISMA statement lists a step-by-step procedure to do a sys-

tematic literature survey. According to it, the information flow

in a systematic literature review goes through four different

phases, that is, identification, screening, eligibility, and inclu-

sion of articles. In the identification phase, records are identi-

fied through database screening using search terms. In the

screening phase, duplicate articles are removed and some other

articles are removed based on quick scanning. In the eligibility

phase, full-text articles are assessed based on the inclusion–

exclusion criteria. Finally, articles are included based on the

scope of the review. We ran our search in the following data-

bases: ACM digital library, SpringerLink, ScienceDirect, IEEE

Xplore, International Society for the Learning Sciences reposi-

tory, and Google scholar. We used the following search terms:

(Multimodal indicators) and (multimodal learning analytics)

and (collaborative) and (quality of collaboration). This search

term was formulated based on the scope and objectives of the

review as mentioned in the research questions.

While searching, a first screening was performed by scan-

ning the title and abstract of the articles, and then removing

any duplicates. The end result of this screening came to 186

articles. We then further narrowed down the number of

articles based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The

inclusion criteria are as follows.

1) The full text is in English.

2) A peer-reviewed journal article, full paper, or a work-

shop paper.

3) Description about both CC and use of indicators during

CC.

The exclusion criteria are as follows.
1) Description about online (or remote) collaboration.

2) A demo or a poster paper.

3) Architectural details or technical implementation of a

CC detection framework only.

4) Framework for assessment and evaluation of user-per-

ceived benefits only.

5) Description about student retention, pedagogy, and

course design using a multimodal approach, big data

engineering in CC, personality detection using MMLA,

and human–machine collaboration.

Finally, 88 articleswere then deemed fit for our review.We do

not consider the number of groups studied during collaboration

in each of these articles in the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we describe the results of our analysis. In the

first round of analysis, the selected publications were classified

according to the sensors, indicators, and indicator types. One

or more indicator types can be tracked using the hardware

device (i.e., a sensor). For instance, a microphone sensor can

only track audio indicator type whereas multiple indicator

types like audio, posture, gesture, and spatial can be tracked

by a Kinect (i.e., an integrated sensor which can simulta-

neously act as an infrared, depth, audio, and video sensor).

This can give an idea about the sensors used in different CC
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studies. Each indicator type cluster is composed of multiple

indicators of CC detected by the sensors. For example, audio

data are composed of different indicators such as pitch, ampli-

tude, and speaking time detected by the microphone sensor.

Most articles referred to a combination of different modalities

like audio and video [28]–[30]. But, for the sake of clarity and

ease of explainability, they have been reported as unimodal

rows in all the tables, where each indicator type belongs to

only one modality. So, there will be an overlap of the referen-

ces listed under each of these indicator types, which do not

imply that all the articles essentially were unimodal in nature.

These indicators have been used to define collaboration qual-

ity with the help of high-level proxy measurements, which in

this review are defined as indexes obtained by aggregating

one or many indicators. For example, a group which exhibits

higher equality of total speaking time of each member during

CC has a better quality of collaboration [19].

Finally, we made a scenario-driven prioritization to

choose a set of indicators depending on the particular sce-

nario of CC. This formed the basis for modeling the collab-

oration detection framework by mapping the fundamental

parameters in those scenarios onto the indicator types and

indexes. There are different fundamental parameters in each

scenario because of differing goals of different scenarios,

team composition (such as roles and compulsory interaction

with specific artifacts because of the task type), and varied

group behavior (such as dominance or coupling). For exam-

ple, some CC tasks already have preassigned roles [31] for

each group member and in some tasks, roles emerge during

collaboration [32]. Some group members are more domi-

nant while others are not.

Then, we classified the articles based on the methodologies

employed and the type of study, that is, correlational or inter-

ventionist (where feedback mechanisms had been employed

to support CC) to get a high-level overview. Studies used dif-

ferent methodologies such as observations (e.g., [11], [33]–

[35]), sensor-based approach (e.g., [6], [36]–[38]), standard

measurement scales like that of Meier’s (e.g., [12]), self-

reporting mechanism (e.g., [6], [39]), and indirect learning

outcome performance measures (e.g., [12]). The types of study

found are correlational study (e.g., [36], [37], [40]) and inter-

ventionist study (e.g., [6], [11], [35]).

A. Indicators to Assess Collaboration Quality

As a first step, all articles obtained were grouped according

to the sensors, indicators, and indicator types. Fig. 1 (which

shows some sensors) gives an outline of the grouping of the

articles included in this review. First, the sensor data streams

give rise to meaningful indicators of collaboration obtained

after processing. Similar indicators are clustered together to

different indicator types. For instance, the audio stream

obtained from the microphone (sensor) is processed to obtain

the total speaking time (indicator), which is put into the audio

(indicator type) cluster. Then, these indicators are aggregated

and processed to form the high-level collaboration quality mea-

sure. For instance, the total speaking time (indicator) of each

group member can be compared to measure the equality of total

speaking time of the group (index). If the value of this equality

index is high, then the quality of collaboration is good. Thus,

these high-level indexes are made up of the low-level indicators

of collaboration (by processing and aggregation) and act as a

Fig. 1. Outline for the grouping of the articles along with the terminology used in the review (i.e., sensors, indicators, indicator types, and indexes).
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proxy for measuring collaboration quality. The indexes (i.e.,

synchrony, equality, individual accountability, intraindividual

variability, information pooling, mutual understanding, and

reciprocal interaction) outlined in the results section are based

on the practically detected indexes, as found in the literature

review. Although theoretically different indexes of collabora-

tion quality have been outlined by Meier et al. [17], only a few

have been operationalized. Meier’s scale was used by the

articles considered for this review when they used a practically

detected collaboration quality measure.

1) Sensors, Indicators, and Indicator Types: Indicators of

CC are obtained from different modalities like audio and

video using different sensors like microphone and Kinect. The

indicator types represent the cluster of similar indicators of

collaboration detected by the sensors. One or more indicator

types can be tracked by using a particular sensor. Table I gives

an overview of the different sensors and their indicator types.

a) Indicator type—audio: Most of the articles contained

audio as an indicator type. Audio is composed of the following

indicators: Prosody of sound such as change in pitch, spectral

property variation, change in tone, and intensity [53]; nonver-

bal features like the total speaking time of group mem-

bers [19], [52], the number of interruptions [46], and overlap

or no overlap duration of speech [53]; the total speaking time

of a member together with the attention of other group mem-

bers measured by their gaze [21]; linguistic features such as

frequency of pronouns used, length of the used sentences, and

number of prepositions used [48], [51]. It has been found that

a combination of both group speech-based and individual

speaker-based indicators is a good predictor of the collabora-

tion quality [53]. The audio was captured in different settings

(e.g., working around a tangible user interface (TUI) [56],

working with a sociometric badge worn around the neck [6],

and working under camera observation in videotaped post hoc

studies [33], [34]).

To report further, Terken and Strum [21] gave real-time

feedback to group members’ in meetings by analyzing their

total speaking time and eye gaze. Different colored circles

were used to show the feedback by projecting in front of the

group member on the table top. These colored circles repre-

sented attention to and from speakers and listeners measured

by eye gaze and the total speaking time of that group member.

On evaluating the effect of the feedback it was found that:

The feedback was accepted as a positive measure by most

group members; use of feedback promoted a balanced partici-

pation among the group members. This participation was mea-

sured in terms of the total speaking time of each member. It

was found that the speaker and listener eye gaze measured to

track the total attention of the listener and speaker was not a

good collaboration quality indicator. According to the authors,

controlling eye gaze was intuitively difficult as compared to

controlling the total speaking time even though both can be

consciously controlled.

Other studies also used the total speaking time as an indica-

tor of collaboration [19], [52]. The group was having a conver-

sation around a smart table. The total speaking time of each

member was reflected back to them by an LED light dis-

play [19] and concentric circle visualization [52] on the table

top. This mirroring feedback helped to regulate the equality of

participation during the conversation. Therefore, the group

that had better equality of speaking time had a better quality

of collaboration as measured by a posttest. However, this

type of reflective feedback can be shallow in nature. It

assumes that self-reflection will promote collaboration among

the group members but does not drive them to actively

collaborate.

To analyze other audio indicators in depth, Bassiou et al.

[53] used nonlexical indicators of audio. They used a combi-

nation of manual annotation and support vector machine to

predict the collaboration quality of the group. Types of collab-

oration quality marked by expert annotators are: good (when

all three members are working together and contributing to

the discussion), cold (when only two members are working

together), follow (when one member is taking the lead without

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF SENSORS1 AND INDICATOR TYPES2

1Sensors report which hardware sensors have been used to detect these indicator types in each of these referenced articles.
2Indicator types report the cluster of similar indicators.
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integrating the whole group), and not (when everyone is work-

ing independently). This coding was based on two types of

engagement: simple (i.e., talking and paying attention) and

intellectual (i.e., actively engaged in the conversation).

According to them, a combination of the group speech activity

indicators (i.e., solo duration, overlap duration of two persons,

overlap duration of all three persons, the ratio of the duration

of speaking time of the least and most talkative person in the

group, and the ratio of the duration of the speaking time of

second most talkative student to the most talkative student in

the group) and individual speaker-based indicators (i.e., spec-

tral, temporal, prosodic, and tonal) were good predictors of

collaboration quality as marked by the annotators. Moreover,

the group-level indicators alone were good predictors of col-

laboration quality. They found that it was because the individ-

ual speaker-based indicators are agnostic to the group

information contrary to the group speech activity indicators.

All these indicators were fed to a machine learning classifier

to determine the quality of collaboration, so in the end, it was

a black-box approach. They did not employ any fine-grained

in-depth analysis which could have helped to find the relation-

ship of different indicators with the quality of collaboration.

Similarly, speaker-based indicators like the change in inten-

sity, pitch, and jitter were used to detect collaboration quality

among working pairs [41]. Rapport was detected from these

indicators and compared to the self-reported rapport to find

the collaboration quality. The prediction gave a high-level

overview of nonlexical features like pitch but missed the fine-

grained semantic meaning of different nonlexical features

such as turn-taking, emotional tone while speaking, cross-talk,

and number of interruptions. These fine-grained vocal charac-

teristics such as turn-taking and overlap of speech are distinc-

tive of collaboration quality; more frequent speaker changes

(i.e., turn-taking) with overlap of speech [55] indicate a good

quality of collaboration. Previous research also indicated that

overlap in speech is associated with positive group perfor-

mance [106], [107].

In addition, other works on CC quality focused on expertise

detection and productive problem-solving [43], [46], [50],

estimation of success [38], collaboration detection [28], and

differentiating student learning strategies [44] during CC

using the audio indicator type. Zhou et al. [46] tracked the

speech of students working in groups solving mathematical

problems. They found that overlapped speech was an indicator

of constructive problem-solving progress, expertise and col-

laboration. Both the number of overlap in speech and the dura-

tion of the overlap in speech were taken into account by them.

Luz and Saturnino [43] used the nonverbal audio indicators

like presence or absence of speech, silence, pause, and transi-

tion from group speech to individual speech as indicators to

predict performance and expertise on a maths dataset corpus

of groups collaborating for solving mathematical problems.

Using these nonverbal indicators as features, they trained a

model to predict the group expertise and their performance

during collaboration. They found that these features were able

to predict the expertise but not the group performance. They

did not do any analysis to find the valence of these individual

audio indicators and how each indicator was related to the col-

laboration quality. Spikol et al. [38] used audio level and other

nonverbal indicators to estimate the success of collaboration

activity (i.e., measured by the human observers) while per-

forming open-ended physical tasks around smart furniture.

They found that audio level alone is sufficient to predict the

quality of collaboration with high accuracy. They detected if

collaboration was good or bad but did not evaluate the contri-

bution of how audio level was predicting in the detection of

the quality of collaboration.

To summarize the audio indicator type based on different

studies mentioned above: Total speaking time, the number of

interruptions while speaking, and overlap of speech had been

found to be good indicators to predict collaboration quality

across most of the articles of that cluster. The number of inter-

ruptions and overlap of speech was directly proportional to col-

laboration quality in some studies. Apart from these individual

speaker-based indicators, the total speaking time was seen as a

group-level indicator when the total speaking time of individ-

ual members was compared at the group level to find the equal-

ity of participation. If a group had higher equality of total

speaking time, then that group had a better quality of collabora-

tion. Other group-level indicators (such as the ratio of the dura-

tion of speaking time of least and most talkative member, the

ratio of the duration of speaking time of second most talkative

member and most talkative member) had helped in the predic-

tion of collaboration quality. Some speaker-based indicators

like the change in pitch and amplitude have helped in the detec-

tion of collaboration quality; they had done so because of not

losing the group-level information. For example, when the

changes in amplitude of two or more group members were sim-

ilar, then they were said to be in synchrony (i.e., one of the

high-level measures called indexes), thus, exhibiting a good

quality of collaboration. Not all speaker-based indicators’ roles

in detecting the quality of CC had been successfully discerned.

For instance, silence or presence of speech had been used as

features to train a model to detect the collaboration quality.

But, a qualitative analysis of these indicators was missing,

which makes it difficult to inform practitioners as to what the

occurrence of single or multiple instances of silence or pres-

ence of speech can mean during CC.

b) Indicator type—posture: This indicator type comprises

body posture [5], [6], [79], head movements [36], [37], [40],

and transitions between these postures [79]. Schneider and

Blikstein [79] used a TUI for pairs of students to predict learn-

ing gains by analyzing data from multimodal learning environ-

ments. The task of the students was to rebuild a human

auditory system on the TUI in two different conditions (i.e.,

the discover condition, where the rebuilding takes place with-

out instruction and the listen condition with instructions).

When tracking the posture along with the gesture using a kin-

ect sensor (Version 1), which can track the posture and gesture

of a maximum of four students at a time based on their skeletal

movements, it was found that the hand movements and posture

movements (coded as active, semiactive, and passive) are cor-

related with learning gains during CC. The more active a stu-

dent was, the higher the learning gain was. Even the number
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of transitions between these three phases was a strong predic-

tor of learning. Students who used both hands showed higher

learning gains. Some of the activities that were logged by the

TUI, like the frequency of opening the information box in the

TUI did not correlate significantly with learning gain. Also,

other indicators like the distance between the group members

and the synchrony in body posture did not prove to be effec-

tive to detect collaboration quality.

c) Indicator type—gesture: Other works used gestures of

group members in open-ended CC scenarios such as building

prototypes [36], [37], [82]. Gesture is comprised of hand

movements [36], [37], hand gestures like pointing [5], hand

interactions with an object [37], [82], hand interactions

around touch screens [49], [83], or special interaction devices

like a TUI. To elaborate further, Spikol et al. [82] and Cukur-

ova et al. [36], [37] studied collaborative learning specifically

in the context of collaborative problem solving (CPS). They

tracked the combination of hand movements, head direction,

and physical engagement using customized smart furniture.

The videos were then coded by experts with 0 (for passive), 1

(for semiactive), and 2 (for active) based on different combi-

nations of head and hand positions. These codes helped to

determine synchronization and physical engagement. A group

in which all group members were coded as active for most of

the time had a higher value of synchrony. Hence, the group

had a good quality of collaboration. It will be elaborated in

detail in the next part, where we discuss the indexes. Another

CPS context was studied by Grover et al. [5] in pair program-

ming. They captured data from different modalities (i.e.,

video, audio, clickstream, and screen capture) unobtrusively

using Kinect. For initial training of the classifiers using

machine learning, experts coded the video recordings with

three annotations (i.e., high, medium, and low) when they

found evidence of collaboration between the dyads. The indi-

cators of collaboration detected are pointing to the screen,

grabbing the mouse from the partner, and synchrony in body

position. This classifier then later predicted the level of collab-

oration. Further qualitative analysis was not done. The prob-

lem with capturing the gestures is that sometimes the view of

the hand movements of the students gets obfuscated or over-

lapped; it is solely dependent on the positioning of cameras

(i.e., the angle from which the camera can capture the frontal

view or top view). Consequently, considering different indica-

tor types like audio and eye gaze along with gesture is

preferred.

Summarizing the gesture and posture indicator types, most

of the tasks were open-ended using TUIs. It was found that if

group members used both their hands, spent more time in an

active engaging posture, and the majority of the members

were in the active posture, then they had a good quality of col-

laboration. However, synchrony in body posture is not always

a good marker of collaboration.

d) Indicator type—eye gaze: This indicator type comprises

the joint visual attention (JVA) (i.e., the proportion of times

gazes of individuals are aligned by focusing on the same area

of the shared object or screen). JVA is a good predictor of the

quality of collaboration for a group, which is reflected by their

performance. Schneider et al. [20] showed that JVA can be

used as a reflection mechanism in co-located settings; they

showed each student their partner’s gaze patterns in real time

to improve collaboration. The higher the JVA was, the better

was the quality of collaboration. Similar to JVA, Dierker et al.

[84] used an augmented reality (AR) setup during a collabora-

tive object choice task; here, they established joint attention by

assigning different roles to the group members working in

pairs. One member was the gazer who had to observe an

object on the head-mounted display and fixate it on the table;

then the other member who was the searcher had to find that

object on the table. One group received real-time augmented

visual and acoustic feedback with the help of AR goggles to

facilitate their collaboration, whereas the other group did not

receive any feedback. It was found that the group receiving

feedback had a shorter reaction time and lower error rates dur-

ing the task.

Most of the other studies on eye gaze focused on the atten-

tion of other group members on their peers [21]; determining

the social context from gaze [85] during group work; observ-

ing gaze patterns in post hoc studies [33] from the videotaped

collaboration recordings; coding the activity index (i.e., 2 for

active, 1 for semiactive, and 0 for passive) of group members

interacting with an object based on eye gaze and other nonver-

bal features [36], [37]. Some studies [21] did not find any

effect of the eye gaze of group members on the quality of col-

laboration. The experiments linked with the use of eye gaze

were sometimes dependent exclusively on the shared artifacts

which needed to be properly set up in the room to get the cor-

rect measure of JVA.

e) Indicator type—spatial: This indicator type is a mix of

the proximity indicator (i.e., the distance between the group

members) [38], [79], [82], [89] and the positioning of the

members (i.e., their mobility) [88], [89]. Some collaboration

scenarios like medical simulations need the collaborating

members to move around the room (or occupy particular posi-

tions) while performing the operation or other medical tasks.

These studies did not find any relationship between position-

ing in the room and the collaboration quality. However, the

lesser the distance between the group members is, the better is

the quality of collaboration [38], [82]. Other studies, however,

did not find any correlation between the distance of group

members and the quality of collaboration [79].

f) Indicator type—content: Apart from the indicator types

discussed above, this indicator type is a combination of

ideas [6], [11] and knowledge (i.e., the content-related knowl-

edge obtained from the interactive devices or the task

itself) [39], [83]. Tausch et al. [11] used human observers dur-

ing collaborative brainstorming to monitor the number of

ideas generated by each member. Three members in each

group performed the task. The group members were supposed

to discuss a certain topic and their collaboration quality was

measured by the number of ideas generated. A comparison

metric for collaboration such as a baseline was calculated

using the average number of ideas generated by the group.

Using this baseline, each group member was marked as below

average or above average depending on the number of ideas
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generated by each member. Then, the feedback was shown as

a metaphorical group garden moderated by human observers.

It was found that the groups who received real-time feedback

had a better quality of collaboration because of a nearly equal

number of ideas contributed by each group member in the

group without any dominance from one member. Similarly,

self-reports have been used to monitor the number of ideas

generated by each member during collaborative brainstorm-

ing [6]. Content of interaction during an activity (around a

TUI) was tracked and communicated back to the group mem-

bers using textual and haptic feedback [39] on the tabletop. In

addition to this, the actions of students around a TUI also

helped in detecting the quality of CC. Martinez-Maldonado

et al. [83] tracked these actions and communicated back to

teachers inside a classroom in real time. In this study, the

teachers gave the students a task to work collaboratively

around a TUI to build conceptual maps, perform collaborative

brainstorming, and take part in scripted group meetings. The

teachers received feedback about the performance of a group

both on individual and group levels with colored visualiza-

tions, statistical displays, and notifications on personal tablets.

This enabled them to intervene immediately when they find

misconceptions or problems in any group’s performance.

Most of these works employ human observers. This is because

of the semantic nature of the discussion where automated

understanding of the content is difficult by using a machine.

Many other works used TUIs or multitabletop touch interfa-

ces to track the content of the collaborative task and activ-

ity [49], [94], [95]. Echeverria et al. [49] used a combination

of a TUI-based tool called DBCollab, a personal tablet, and a

Kinect sensor to track the activity of students during a data-

base design session in the classroom. They gave real-time

feedback to facilitate the database design task. The teacher’s

solution was stored and compared with the solution of the stu-

dents; this helped to drive the real-time feedback by compar-

ing the similarity between both solutions. This feedback

improved collaboration. Granda et al. [95] used a multitable-

top TUI for database design. They gave feedback on students’

activity to the teachers in colored symbols. Basically, they

tracked the database entity-related actions like creating, edit-

ing, and deleting the objects. Wong et al. [94] tracked con-

tent-related activities by comparing a TUI-based setup and a

paper-based setup. They found that the group in the TUI setup

had more respect for their peers, better communication, and in

turn better collaboration as compared to the group in the TUI

setup. It is due to the reason that they received continuous

feedback from the TUI about their contribution and their

peers’ contribution which improved their awareness.

g) Indicator types—writing, physiological, and self-reports:

Writing includes different indicators derived from the interac-

tions using a digital pen like the pen stroke analysis [100].

Physiological indicator type has skin temperature [101] and

heart rate [78] as indicators. Pijeira et al. [101] used electro-

dermal measures obtained from one wrist using empatica (i.e.,

a smartwatch to measure different physiological signals like

heart rate and skin temperature) and tried to relate it to three

aspects measured by a test and self-reports. The three aspects

are collaborative will measured by a self-report questionnaire

before the collaboration task; collaborative product measured

by a self-report questionnaire after the collaboration task; and

dual learning gain measured by the difference between the

posttest and pretest scores. If in a group the direction of

arousal pattern of electrodermal activation was synchronous

among the group members, then that group showed a good

quality of collaboration measured in terms of learning gain.

Other uses of self-reports are in the form of a satisfaction sur-

vey given to the participants involved in group work [39], [84]

or some extra information related to the collaboration task

(like information about the self-perceived levels of rap-

port [41]). The higher rapport between the group members

results in a better quality of collaboration.

Now, we summarize the indicator types discussed above

(eye gaze, spatial, content, and physiological). All the articles

that use eye gaze as an indicator type to detect collaboration

quality conclude that the more often JVA occurs, the better is

the quality of collaboration. Some closed collaborative tasks

that had predefined specific mobility and position require-

ments in the room tracked the distance between the group

members. It was found that the lesser the distance between the

members is, the better is the quality of collaboration. How-

ever, this was not consistent.

Summarizing the content indicator type, the content of the

discussion during CC gives rise to idea generation and it was

found that if all group members equally contribute to the num-

ber of ideas generated, then that group had a good quality of

collaboration. In some other works, the content of CC was

dependent on the task requirements and the closeness it has to

the designed solution. This indicated the quality of collabora-

tion. Some CC tasks tracked the physiological signals and

found that if the patterns of the skin temperature of the group

members are in sync then those groups exhibit good collabora-

tion quality.

h) Combined indicator types: Some works (e.g., [6], [44],

[56]) used a combination of multiple indicator types. For

instance, Martinez-Maldonado et al. [56] used a TUI, micro-

phone array, and Kinect to detect the indicators of CC. They

performed a task with two phases (i.e., brainstorming and link-

ing). Then, their aim was to differentiate different collaboration

levels by taking the help of a combination of the captured audio

and the physical tabletop actions like the touch on the TUI, fre-

quency of opening of different task-related information shown

in the TUI. A microphone array was used to capture the audio;

for touch, they used Kinect to differentiate touch and other

interactive actions of each person. During the post hoc analysis,

they found that the more collaborative groups had higher verbal

interactions as compared to the less collaborative groups during

the brainstorming phase. They also exhibited less concurrency

and parallel work. In addition, the more collaborative group

also had more verbal responses after someone spoke.

Worsley and Blikstein [44] used human annotations,

speech, electrodermal activation (EDA) data, and gestures to

differentiate student learning strategies while working in

groups. The groups were assigned to two different conditions

principle-based reasoning and example-based reasoning. They
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found that students in the principle-based reasoning condition

showed more flow (i.e., near or below average audio, hand/

wrist movement, and electrodermal activation) and action

(i.e., above average hand/wrist movement) behavior compared

to their counterparts in the example-based reasoning group;

flow behavior also positively correlated with learning (i.e., the

outcome of collaboration).

Kim et al. [6] used a sociometric badge (i.e., an electronic

sensing device worn around the neck that can collect and ana-

lyze social dynamics), which acted as a meeting mediator to

capture audio and postures during meetings of four members

in one group. This badge bridged the gap of dominance and

increased the equality of participation among the group mem-

bers using real-time feedback on their personal mobile phones.

Dominance was primarily measured by the total speaking time

and equality of turn taking of the group members. If these are

more or less equal, then there is less dominance and the qual-

ity of collaboration is good. However, the use of more indica-

tor types may not always help in maximizing the CC detection

potential, rather can be a requirement of that particular

scenario [96].

2) Indexes: Indexes are the high-level quality markers of

collaboration. They can act as a proxy to understand, measure,

and predict collaboration quality. They are composed by

aggregating the low-level indicators of collaboration such as

pointing, head orientation, hand movement, eye gaze, etc.

Table II shows the overview of the indexes that have been

detected practically from different indicators of CC.

a) Synchrony: It means a situation where two or more group

members are in sync with each other based on some criteria.

For example, if two members in a group are speaking at differ-

ent amplitude but exhibiting the same pattern of their speech

(e.g., the rise and fall of the pitch of both members are similar

to each other), then they are showing a high level of syn-

chrony [41]. Synchrony has been detected using audio indica-

tor type [41], [42] and writing indicator type [42]. Lubold and

Pon-Barry [41] found a positive correlation between syn-

chrony and rapport (generated by comparing perceptual rap-

port from annotators and self-reported rapport) during

collaborative interactions. A good rapport between group

members can enhance the collaboration [109]. Nakano et al.

[42] used writing (i.e., timestamped duration of writing notes

TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF STUDIES ON PRACTICALLY DETECTED COLLABORATION INDEXES AND INDICATORS

aIndexes report the aggregated collaboration indicators and indicator types report the cluster of similar collaboration indicators. * denotes that if the value of the
index is high then the quality of the collaboration is better and vice versa, and + denotes that if the value of the index is low then the CC quality is better and
vice versa. � denotes that the index’s role in determining CC quality is unclear.
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or not writing obtained from the pressure and contact features

of a digital pen) as an indicator type to detect synchrony. They

found different participation styles like passive participation,

receptive participation, conversation management, and proac-

tive participation among the group members using binary (i.e.,

present or absent) behavior labels obtained from writing and

gaze indicator type (e.g., group member x is gazing at group

member y, group member x is gazing at group member y’s

note, group member x is writing a note). The cooccurrence

patterns (i.e., number of times one or more behaviors occur in

a time window) of these behaviors can be used to predict the

participation styles during collaboration. Participation styles

change during a collaborative task because of role swapping

to promote positive interdependence leading to effective col-

laboration [110]. Similarly, synchrony can also be defined

using nonverbal indicators such as activity during group work

(i.e., all members in the group are either active, semiactive, or

in passive posture [37]). Synchrony was detected there by

using number coded activity indexes (i.e., 2 for active, 1 for

semiactive, and 0 for passive) derived from different indica-

tors like hand position and head orientation [36], [37], [40].

They designed a task in which each group member was inter-

acting with an object in a group. The group members are said

to be in synchrony when all the members are in the same state

(i.e., all active, semiactive, and passive). Here, the valence of

synchrony was determined based on whether the synchrony is

positive because of all active group members or negative due

to all passive ones. It was found that groups with high-compe-

tence university students’ (as assessed by expert teachers) had

more instances of positive synchrony during CC. So, the

groups that showed higher instances of active or positive syn-

chrony had better quality of collaboration. Other indicator

types like eye gaze [111] (i.e., JVA or synchronization in eye

gaze) have helped to detect synchrony, and the findings sug-

gest that it can help in the detection of effective collaboration

whereas synchrony may not reflect collaboration in some indi-

cator types like posture [79]. Higher level of physiological

synchrony of the skin temperature as seen by [80] and [103]

can also indicate good quality of collaboration.

b) Equality: In the work by Lubold and Pon-Barry [41], they

explained that if the amplitude of the speakers is the same dur-

ing their speech then they exhibit equality (or convergence).

Equality has been defined using nonverbal postures with the

help of statistical formulas like the sum of the squared differ-

ence between the number of coded activities of each group

members, standard deviation, and mean difference [37]. Some

of these works [37], [40] computed equality among the group

members by using different statistical measures like the sum

of the squared differences between the activity index (i.e.,

number coded based on the activity of the group members: 2

for active when a member is interacting with an object; 1 for

semiactive when a member is paying attention to the peer but

not interacting with the object; and 0 for passive in all other

situations) of each group member, the standard deviation of

the activity index among the group members and the average

mean of the activity index among the group members. The

high-competence groups (as detected by expert teachers) had

all group members with higher physical interaction with the

object, in turn showing higher equality for the group. Equality

has also been detected using audio as an indicator type [19],

[52]. Here, they used reflective visualization to show the group

members the total speaking time of their conversations. This

helped them to regulate the equality of participation. So, the

over participators (i.e., the group members with a higher per-

centage of speaking time in the group) reduced their speaking

time and the under participators improved their speaking time

toward the end of the group session. The groups with higher

equality of participation showed better quality of collaboration

as evaluated by a posttest. Other examples of equality index

computation are by Kim et al. [6] who used a meeting media-

tor (or a sociometric badge based real-time feedback) to

reduce the gap between dominant and nondominant members

during collaborative brainstorming and other tasks. As per

their hypothesis, groups who used the meeting mediator had

balanced participation and became more collaborative. Tausch

et al. [11] used human observers to monitor the group conver-

sations during collaborative brainstorming. These observers

helped to maintain the equality of number of ideas generated

by the members by moderating a metaphorical feedback that

resembled a groupgarden. The groups with had higher equality

of participation measured in terms of ideas generated by each

member had also better quality of collaboration.

c) Individual accountability (IA): IA has been used as

another index to measure collaboration quality. It means that

at least one of the members in the group is paying attention to

the activity of other members; there is not a single member

who ignores the activity of other members [36], [37]. They

used the activity indexes as marked by numbered coding (i.e.,

0, 1, and 2 as described earlier) to measure individual account-

ability. Conceptually, it means that every member in the group

is undertaking their share of work and also acknowledging the

contribution of the other members. In these works [36], [37],

IA was less effective to predict the quality of CPS even though

they had a hypothesis that the groups with a higher quality of

collaboration will have a higher value of IA. According to the

authors IA might not be properly coded to capture the complex

collaborative processes in CPS scenario.

d) Intra-indivdual variability (IVA): IVA for a particular

group member is detected by the difference in behavioral

activity (i.e., number coded as 2 for active, 1 for semiactive,

and 0 for passive) of the member in two sequential time win-

dows [37]. High-competence CPS groups (as rated by expert

teachers) had a similar frequency of changes in their physical

interactions as compared to the low-competence groups.

Therefore, in other words, a lower value of IVA indicated that

the quality of collaboration for the group was good. This may

be attributed to a higher shared understanding between the

group members [112].

e) Information pooling: It is the accumulation of informa-

tion measured from the content of the conversation in a partic-

ular CC task [99]. In this study, the group members try to

gather as much information as possible regarding the shared

web search to move toward the collaborative web search. So,

they help each other out to do the common objective of web
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search. The groups have a good quality of collaboration if they

are good in information pooling.

f) Mutual understanding: It denotes the level of understand-

ing between the group members, which is detected mostly by

the content of their conversation from the audio indicator

type [59], [63]. Other indicator types like posture, gesture, eye

gaze, and spatial also help in the detection of mutual under-

standing based on how each member makes eye contact with

the others, the comfort level among them based on their posi-

tioning and distance in the group, and how they back-channel

their conversations [83], [87]. Higher level of mutual under-

standing indicates higher quality of collaboration.

g) Reciprocal interaction: It is measured by the gesture and

content indicator type, which denotes how group members

reciprocate to each other during the CC. This can be a reply

given to an initiated question or defending one’s position with

suitable arguments within the group. The groups that had

group members with preassigned roles performed better and

had better reciprocal interaction as compared to the groups

without any preassigned roles.

To summarize the results, we found different indicators of

collaboration which were grouped into different indicator

types. Then, these indicators were processed and aggregated

to form the indexes in some works, which form the high-level

collaboration quality definition. Some group-level indicators

in the audio indicator type such as total speaking time, the

ratio of the speaking time duration of the most talkative mem-

ber, and the least talkative member along with the individual

speaker-based indicators such as spectral, temporal audio fea-

tures are indicative of collaboration quality. But, the same is

not true for the individual speaker-based indicators alone.

Other group level indicators like overlapped speech, interrup-

tions are also indicative of the CC quality; the higher their

number, the better is the quality. Duration of speaker and lis-

tener eye gaze combined with total speaking time was not use-

ful to detect CC quality. But, JVA measured from eye gaze

was useful and indicated that the quality of collaboration is

good if there is a higher occurrence of JVA. Similarly, joint

posture movements were not indicative of collaboration qual-

ity, rather specific postures like active posture indicated better

collaboration quality. Similarly, specific gestures such as

using both hands indicated better quality of CC. Joint arousal

measured from the EDA in physiological indicator type was

indicative of CC quality; higher the occurrence, the better is

the quality.

We found that the detection mechanisms for these indica-

tors varied from human-based, sensor-based to hybrid event

detection. Furthermore, different practically detected indexes,

that is, synchrony, equality, individual accountability, IVA,

mutual understanding, information pooling, and reciprocal

interaction have been aggregated from a different set of indi-

cator types. For instance, synchrony has been detected using

audio, posture, gesture, eye gaze, and writing as indicator

types. However, synchrony has not been detected using the

content indicator type. It is because detecting synchrony from

the CC task content requires understanding the semantics

and intent of what is spoken. It is difficult to detect that

automatically and is laborious for human observers to detect it

in a post hoc manner. Unlike these indexes, equality has been

detected from content indicator type. Similarly, other indexes

have been detected from selected indicator types as seen in

Table II. Thus, we need to understand in depth what the differ-

ent collaboration indicators and their sources in different sce-

narios are before deciding on the design of the suitable

conceptual framework model.

B. Scenario-Driven Prioritization of CC

To map the low-level indicators and the balancing between

these indicators on the index level into useful feedback for col-

laboration, we analyzed the literature on different forms of

collaboration and classified these according to the collabora-

tion targets. We found 13 different scenarios of CC problem-

solving, planning, learning, programming, database design,

healthcare simulation, gaming, engineering design, design,

concept mapping, brainstorming, meetings, and browsing.

Table III gives an overview of the studies on different scenar-

ios of collaboration and relevant indicators and indicator types

found in those scenarios in detail. In all these scenarios, the

group size ranged from two to four members. Problem-solving

includes scenarios of solving a complex problem like maths or

physics problems or solving a puzzle. Engineering design

deals with designing a prototype while design can cover multi-

ple tasks such as designing coursework, a website, a course, or

a game. Collaborative learning scenario specifically implies

that the goal of the task is learning. Meetings are gatherings of

members to discuss and brainstorm about a task. Thus, there is

an overlap between brainstorming and meetings as some

meeting scenarios had brainstorming as a subscenario phase.

Some other scenarios also contain overlapping articles

because some collaboration scenarios include other scenarios

as a part of different subphases in that scenario. For instance,

Kim et al. [6] had problem solving as the scenario that had

two different subphases of brainstorming and meetings. This

means that the scenario separation is solely based on the end

collaboration target where each scenario need not be mutually

exclusive but rather serve as a guide to distinguish the indica-

tors of collaboration based on the collaboration end goal.

Gaming mostly involves dyads (or pairs) who interact with

their partner on a shared artifact. Planning is a session where

group members plan a diet plan or some other day-to-day

planning activity is undertaken. Database design uses interac-

tive tabletops to design the database schemas. Concept map-

ping is the linking of similar concepts. Healthcare simulation

involves surgeons or nurses during group operations or

medical practice training. Programming involves working on

code mostly in dyads. Browsing refers to a group who share

information with each other to browse a website or other

information.

1) Contextualization of Different Indicators: Considering

the indicators detected in different scenarios, there are two

broad categories of indicators. First, the verbal indicators

grouped in content indicator type. Second, the nonverbal indi-

cators grouped in gesture, posture, spatial, and eye gaze
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TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF COLLABORATION SCENARIOS WITH THE INDICATOR TYPES, INDICATORS, INDEXES1 , AND THEIR VALENCE2

WITH REFERENCE TO COLLABORATION QUALITY

1Marked in italics when practically detected.
2positive * , negative + , unclear or no effect �.
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indicator type. The scenarios such as problem-solving, design,

learning, meetings, brainstorming, planning, database design,

concept mapping, and browsing use both the verbal and

nonverbal categories of indicator type to detect collaboration

quality. But, the other nonverbal-heavy scenarios such as engi-

neering design, gaming, programming, and healthcare simula-

tion are action-based or require considerable interactions with

a shared artifact along with the interaction among group mem-

bers. So, depending on the goal of the task, context (such as

the use of specialized furniture, TUI, other shared artifacts

like a prototype, or patient manikins in case of medical simu-

lation), the type of indicators detected changes. The relevance

of these indicator types can be peeled further to determine

whether they are always dependent on the context or they are

independent of the context. For example, eye gaze indicator

type for CC quality detection during a meeting scenario of a

3–4-member group is computed as the time of listener and

speaker eye gaze while same eye gaze during a problem-solv-

ing, design task is computed as the JVA. Although speaker

and listener eye gaze is not a good indicator of collaboration

quality [21], higher instances of synchrony in eye gaze (or

JVA) is indicative of the better quality of CC [20], [84].

So, eye gaze is dependent on the context. However, synchrony

in posture may not be a good predictor of collaboration

quality [79].

Besides, less distance between the collaborating group

members means that they have a higher level of comfort and

the quality of collaboration is better [38], [82] for that group.

However, this was that not consistent with all the previous

works [79]. Schneider and Blikstein [79] did not find any sig-

nificant correlation between the group members’ distance and

collaboration quality.

Audio is a commonly occurring indicator type across most

of the scenarios. Total speaking time [6], [19], interrup-

tions [46], and overlap in the speech [100], [106], [107] were

good predictors of collaboration quality. Some indexes such

as synchrony of rise and fall in pitch, and equality of the

amplitude are directly proportional to the quality of CC [41].

Silence has been used as a feature to train a machine learning

model to detect the CC quality [43] in problem-solving. But, a

qualitative analysis of these indicators was not done by the

authors. One can interpret silence as a thinking or reflection

stage when group members start thinking about the problem.

Thus, it is difficult to inform the practitioners as to what the

occurrence of single or multiple instances of silence can mean

about the quality of CC. However, a balanced speaking time is

desirable during meetings [6], [21] when every group member

needs to speak in a discussion or contribute some ideas.

Besides, gestures detected by the hand interactions with the

TUI showed that groups showed better quality of collaboration

when they were focused on a particular purpose and had more

occurrence of both task unrelated touches and unrelated over-

lapping sequences [114]. It meant that they are working collab-

oratively toward the task objective instead of working

individually. In general, groups where members used both their

hands [79] and had near average hand movement [44] showed

better quality of collaboration. So, the gesture is dependent on

the context. For example, a planning scenario [108] has point-

ing gestures as an indicator whose higher number indicates bet-

ter collaboration quality while grabbing mouse from the

partner combined with active posture in case of programming

scenario [5] is a sign of good collaboration. The valence of indi-

vidual indicators’ contribution for detecting CC quality was not

discussed because it was operationalized using a machine

learning classifier without any qualitative analysis.

Groups whose members’ direction of arousal pattern of elec-

trodermal activation was synchronous showed the good quality

of collaboration measured in terms of learning gain [101]. How-

ever, it was not true all the time [103]. During collaborative

learning, using electrodermal activation (EDA) in a group of the

people collaborating, it was found that instances of arousal and

relaxed states among the group members (or directional agree-

ment) are not reached at the same time window [103] even

though they have a good collaboration quality. This directional

agreement is context-independent. However, on contextualizing

it with other modalities like the video data, it was found that the

group members presented the most negative facial expressions

during the simultaneous arousal episodes [102]. Simultaneous

arousal episodes (as measured by the EDA) occurred during dif-

ferent phases of CC. The quality of collaboration was poor dur-

ing most of the instances of simultaneous arousal with a low

level of interactions in the group. According to them [102], this

arousal can be because of rising stress levels or confusion levels

leading to unproductive collaboration.

As mentioned earlier in Section III-A, different tools and

methods have been used for coding and analysis of these indi-

cators. Some scenarios like brainstorming favor the use of

human observers (or a human-based setup only) for detecting

some of the indicators of CC while other scenarios like engi-

neering design are better suited for the use of a sensor-based

setup only or a hybrid setup for detecting CC indicators. Some

scenarios such as programming, planning, and database

design do not use indicators from audio indicator type while

most other scenarios use indicators from audio indicator type.

Connecting these indicators and indicator types in different

scenarios with the sensors in Table I, it is clear that these indi-

cators define the type of setup needed for collaboration detec-

tion. In addition, these indicators vary a lot in different

scenarios because of the differing goals and parameters.

2) Fundamental Parameters During Collaboration: To

understand the scenarios further, we need to take into account

the fundamental parameters of CC. The parameters of collab-

oration are primary aspects such as team composition (e.g.,

experts, initiators, or roles of being initiators), the behavior of

team members (e.g., dominance, coupling, or conflict), types

of interaction (e.g., active or passive, or critique), behavior

during collaboration (e.g., knowledge coconstruction, reflec-

tion, coherence, misconception, or uncertainty). To elaborate

the parameters, dominance [6], [79] includes the dominance

and leadership parameter. The coupling [41], [77] includes the

comfort level, coupling, coordination, and rapport between

the group members. Coherence [48], [51] includes verbal

coherence where group members build upon each other’s

ideas and verbal-discourse coherence. Engagement [37], [38],
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[40] includes engagement, participation, and interaction.

Learning strategy [44], [57] reports the strategy adopted by

the group during CC. Heterogeneity [64], [72], [98] refers to

the difference in previous knowledge or the difference in capa-

bilities among the group members. Fischer et al. [115], [116]

proposed that heterogeneous collaborating teams possess a

symmetry of ignorance [117], which makes them more inter-

esting, wherein neither team possesses the full breadth of

knowledge to solve the problem independently, thus collabo-

rating with each other can help to resolve the problem. Roles

(another parameter of CC) [65], [67], when self-assigned,

evokes a sense of responsibility within the group that are

designed to facilitate group progress toward a goal [31]. Some

roles are preassigned and some emerge during collabora-

tion [32]. Moving on to another parameter, misconception, it

arises when group members share a common understanding

among themselves without any refutation and reflection [63].

Uncertainty is more common among group members with less

mutual understanding [59]. During design scenarios of CC,

critique [62] is a parameter that surfaces for the first time

where individual group members criticize each other’s work

to develop a shared understanding or to reach consensus.

Knowledge coconstruction [33], [70], [97] is sharing each oth-

er’s ideas and using them to build the shared understanding of

the situation or the task at hand.

C. Confluence of Both Approaches to Assess Quality of

Collaboration

We focused on modeling the conceptual framework for the

most dominant scenario found: CPS. We plan to model the

quality of CC in some of the other scenarios in the future, but

proceed for this one at the moment. It is because of the well-

defined goals and objectives in this scenario based on the num-

ber of studies analyzed. Based on the scenarios we found for

ideal collaboration and its parameters like team composition

(such as experts, initiators), the behavior of team members

(such as dominance, coupling), types of interaction (such as

active or passive), we mapped these parameters onto the indi-

cator types and indexes. This mapping defines a conceptual

framework for the chosen CPS scenario. Table IV gives an

overview of this mapping.

Now, we drill down further into the CPS scenario in

Table IV. If we consider one parameter dominance when tak-

ing into account audio as an indicator type, it can be detected

by using the equality index in the group. Contrary to that, the

same parameter can be mapped onto synchrony as a measur-

able index when posture is considered. In this case, as shown

in the table with an upward or downward arrow (indicating

the direct or inverse relationship with indexes and collabora-

tion quality), lower dominance means higher synchrony or

TABLE IV
MODELING A CC SCENARIO—COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING

a* denotes that if the value of the parameter is high then the quality of the collaboration is better and vice versa, and + denotes that if the value of the parameter is
low then the CC quality is better and vice versa. bSome indexes reported here have been detected practically, while some indexes marked with a � have been
reported by us based on our understanding of indexes from the article by Meier et al. [17] and the practically detected ones.
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higher equality resulting in better collaboration quality. Simi-

larly, less uncertainty among group members can be measured

by better mutual understanding in the group resulting in a

higher quality of collaboration. So, the fundamental character-

istics of the group in one scenario (i.e., the parameters) are

made visible by the proxy measurable property of the aggre-

gated indicators (i.e., the indexes) to give an idea about the

collaboration quality.

To summarize, first, in our review, we started with a bot-

tom-up analysis. In that, we grouped different articles based

on the sensors used, indicators of collaboration derived from

these sensors, indexes formed by aggregating these indicators,

and finally detecting the quality of collaboration. Next, we

formed a scenario-driven prioritization because of the differ-

ing goals of different types of CC scenarios, task require-

ments, and fundamental group parameters (such as dominance

and coupling). From those scenarios, we mapped the parame-

ters of CC onto the collaboration indicators and indexes for

each of these scenarios. Fig. 2 shows the confluence of the

analysis from both approaches. For the scope of the review,

we restrict it to CPS which was the dominant scenario with

well-defined goals and objectives as found in most articles. In

CPS, if the group members are less dominant, then there is

equality of total speaking time among the group members and

their participation is almost equal, resulting in a good quality

of collaboration [6], [19].

IV. DISCUSSION

Regarding the first research question (“What collaboration

indicators have been used in research to understand the quality

of CC?”), we have identified indicators for the quality of col-

laboration on two different levels. In the first part, we have

identified categories of low-level sensor-based, human or

hybrid events in collaboration that have been observed in dif-

ferent studies. We have collected indicators of collaboration

that have been used in studies to identify relevant activities of

users for the collaboration quality. In the second part, we have

started from high-level indexes that have been used to identify

collaboration quality in research. These indexes are composed

of one or more indicators obtained from multiple indicator

types and act as a proxy to detect the quality of the collabora-

tion process. For instance, counting the number of ideas dur-

ing a brainstorming scenario in CC is obtained from the

events grouped in the content indicator type; while a high-

level process definition, that is, equality of the number of ideas

generated by each member in the group, measures the quality

of collaboration. Thus, the event–process conceptual frame-

work provides a holistic picture of the quality of collaboration

observed during CC using MMLA. This conceptualization is

an essential foundation stone for building different types of

collaboration detection, monitoring, and prediction systems.

We find that some of the indicators like total speaking

time [6], [19], and number and duration of overlap of

audio [100] are consistently indicative of collaboration quality

across different studies but the same is not true for other indi-

cators such as distance between group members. The distance

between group members gives a mixed indication of the qual-

ity of CC; that is, sometimes it is inversely proportional [38],

[82] or sometimes there is no relation [79] with CC quality.

The comprehensive overview of the indicators will help prac-

titioners to choose the sensors and indicators according to their

setup. If they see that certain indicators (such as writing speed,

pressure from the digital pen, distance between group mem-

bers, and space usage in the room during group work) from

past studies are not having any relation with CC quality, then

they can focus on the indicators (such as total speaking time

and JVA) that worked in most settings in their preliminary

experiments.

The operationalization of these indexes has suffered

from multiple limitations. Sometimes it is challenging to

code the indicators to compute the indexes [36], [37], as in the

case of individual accountability, thus failing to detect CC

quality. Another limitation is the use of machine learning

approaches [5], [28], [43], [76], which use one or more indica-

tors to detect CC quality but fail to address the qualitative

aspect of these indicators. For example, silence and pause are

good indicators of collaboration combined with other indica-

tors [43] but it is not clear if more or less occurrence of silence

in itself indicates anything about the quality of CC. This ten-

sion between the transparency of the learning analytics models

and the accuracy was highlighted by Cukurova et al. [118] and

is still an open question. Some machine learning models that

are like a black box have higher accuracy even though they

are not transparent in terms of the role of each of the indicators

of CC. Moreover, we find that some indexes have been

detected from certain indicator types but not from others. For

instance, synchrony has not been detected using the content

indicator type. This may be because of the difficulty involved

in detecting and analyzing the content of a discussion (or the

semantic nature of the discussion itself) during collaboration.

This also highlights the importance of choosing the right sens-

ing mechanisms (or sensors) in the respective CC scenario.

However, equality has been easily detected using the content

Fig. 2. Confluence of both approaches of CC quality detection.
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indicator type (number of ideas as an indicator) as it is easier

to measure a quantitative value (i.e., the number of ideas gen-

erated by each member during collaboration). This brings to

light the need for scenario-driven prioritization and modeling.

Considering the second research question (“What is the

impact of different scenario-based goals and parameters for

CC on the relevance of the different indicators?”), we found

that the scenario of CC chosen has a huge impact on the indi-

cators of collaboration obtained. Some scenarios have a stark

contrast in terms of the collaboration indicators observed; for

instance, collaborative brainstorming and collaborative gam-

ing. However, some scenarios have certain overlapping col-

laboration indicators; for instance, collaborative design and

collaborative concept mapping. This detection of scenario-

based indicator types is also dependent on the use of external

objects (e.g., patient manikins or shared artifacts). The scenar-

ios that use these external objects tend to be inclined toward

nonverbal indicator types (such as engineering design, gam-

ing, and healthcare simulation). Moreover, some indicator

types like eye gaze, gesture, and audio are dependent on con-

text while some others like physiological ones are not. We

find that higher occurrence of JVA [20] measured from the

eye gaze indicates better CC quality while the same is not true

when individual eye gaze of speaker and listener is consid-

ered [21]. This indicates that CC is scenario-dependent and

the collaboration indicators can vary depending on the sce-

nario, its goal, and context. But, when we consider physiologi-

cal indicator type, then we find that instances of aroused and

relaxed states are context-independent and can be misleading

unless contextualized with other modalities like audio [102].

Apart from the variation in the scenarios, groups also vary in

their fundamental parameters like team composition (such as

experts, initiators) or the behavior of team members (such as

dominance, rapport) in CC. To understand the impact of these

parameters on the indicators of collaboration in each scenario,

we create a parameter-based listing and proceed for modeling

the conceptual framework in some of these scenarios.

We have modeled a conceptual framework for one of the

dominant CC scenarios, which had well-defined task objec-

tives (i.e., CPS). In this framework, we mapped the CC param-

eters (such as behavior, composition, interaction, etc., of

group members) onto the indicator types and the indexes. We

found that mapping the parameters helped in furthering the

semantic enrichment of the parameters, highlighting the rele-

vance of the indicators, and thereby defines a measurable com-

plete setup. For instance, dominance as a parameter of CC can

be mapped onto audio as an indicator type (taking into account

the total speaking time indicator) to measure the equality

index in the group; whereas the same parameter can be

mapped onto synchrony as a measurable index when posture

is considered. So, the same fundamental parameter, that is,

dominance in this case, can be measured differently depending

on the indicator type and the indexes considered for measuring

the quality of collaboration. If a group has higher dominance,

then specific members are more dominant than others. This is

measured by synchrony or equality. So, the higher the domi-

nance, the lesser is the synchrony or equality and the worse is

the quality of collaboration. Therefore, this conceptual

framework is similar to a data dictionary, which can act as a

roadmap for future research and evaluation on CC quality. It

gives a high-level overview of the current state to inform

practitioners.

However, this mapping is incomplete. We find a scarcity in

the operationalization of the indexes and a lack of well-

defined task goals. This limited our conceptual framework

design to only one of the dominant scenarios. To overcome

this scarcity, we make use of the expected indexes that can be

substituted based on our understanding from the theory and

practice. Thus, there is an urgent need for practitioners (or

teachers) to act upon the other theoretical indexes when moni-

toring collaboration quality in CC using multiple modalities.

This can make more indexes from the theory visible in prac-

tice and lead us to define a measurable setup for each scenario.

Nevertheless, the framework is a starting point for making

design-based decisions of a particular scenario of CC so that

more indexes can be added up to make it complete and

strengthen the CC quality detection.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

CC has acquired significant importance due to the ease of

detecting collaboration from the universal use of sensors. In

this study, we performed a literature review to look into the

indicators that indicate the quality of collaboration from two

different perspectives (i.e., from the sensors used to detect the

indicators, then indexes, and thus, the quality of CC, and from

the different scenario-driven prioritization of CC to contextu-

alize the quality indicators, indexes of CC). Our goal for this

review was to use these quality indicators of CC from past

studies and create a conceptual framework (or data dictionary)

for practitioners and researchers to which they can refer when-

ever needed. To this end, we found different low-level indica-

tors like hand movements, head movements, eye gaze,

posture, and number of ideas. These can be grouped into dif-

ferent indicator types such as audio, posture, and gesture.

Some indicators (such as total speaking time, and overlap in

speech) are consistently indicative of CC quality while some

others (distance between group members, synchrony in pos-

ture movements) are not. Next, we looked at the high-level

indexes (comprising of synchrony, equality, IA, IVA, mutual

understanding, information pooling, and reciprocal interac-

tion) as the aggregated result obtained from the indicators of

CC. Indexes describe the relationship between the different

indicators considering the distribution of the collaborating

group and act as proxy measurement criteria to detect and pre-

dict the collaboration quality. Moreover, the indexes of collab-

oration can be linked to some particular indicator types for

detecting the quality of collaboration.

However, this understanding is incomplete unless we

uncover the role of scenarios in detecting the indicators of col-

laboration and modeling CC. We find this in our scenario-

driven prioritization mapping of CC parameters (such as

behavior, interaction, etc.) onto the indicator types and the

indexes to move toward designing a conceptual framework for
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modeling CC. This final confluence of both approaches of

modeling collaboration quality (i.e., sensor-based and sce-

nario-based) gives us a holistic picture of CC quality detection

in a particular scenario. We find that when we analyze the

indicators further in terms of the scenario-based goals and

task context. Moreover, we find different limitations in the

previous works such as inconsistent evidence provided by

some indicators, coding complexity in open-ended tasks, and

inconclusive evidence provided by some of the indicators

because of the use of machine learning black-box approaches.

There are some limitations to this review. The conceptual

model that we explain at the end by mapping the parameters

in scenarios to the indicators and indexes is not complete,

rather is only the starting point. We have plugged in some of

the indexes marked with an asterisk in Table IV although we

do not know if they will remain the same once they are opera-

tionalized. We did not model the conceptual framework for

other scenarios due to a lack of sufficient operationalized

indexes and task-based goals in those scenarios. This opens up

future avenues of research if we can borrow from research on

collaboration indexes in an online setting. For instance, previ-

ous works have detected different indexes during remote or

online collaboration (from the eye gaze as an indicator) like

reaching consensus, information pooling, and time manage-

ment [119] (as outlined in [17]) with the help of network anal-

ysis and graph theory. These works can provide us a fertile

ground in a CC setting to uncover other indexes of collabora-

tion that can drive the modeling. Moreover, some indexes

have been operationalized in a handful of studies which brings

into question their role in detecting the quality of collaboration

on a larger scale.

Another limitation is that we did not look into different types

of study (i.e., correlation versus interventionist) keeping in

mind the scope of the review. This can open doors for another

direction of future work. Our goal in the future will be to use

the model of CC in the designed scenarios and then look into

different feedback mechanisms that have been built using these

indicators to facilitate collaboration. This combined with the

indicators of collaboration quality can help us to derive the con-

ceptual and implementation model to discover other indexes of

collaboration. As a result of which, it will pave the way to form

the feedback mechanism to facilitate collaboration in real time

for a particular collaboration task.

Finally, we did not consider the number of groups used by

different studies. We think this will be a good direction of

future research even though it will be difficult to determine a

threshold as to how many groups considered in a study will

make it worthy of inclusion in the review. As per the title of

the review article, we do not think we are there yet (i.e., the

whole nine yards) because CC modeling is dependent on vari-

ous factors as we have mentioned in Section I, that is, the defi-

nition of collaboration and its quality is dependent on many

factors like how it is operationalized, in what context, and the

impact of culture. Thus, we have a made a starting step to

model CC in one of the scenarios taking into account the indi-

cators, indexes, and parameters but not considering the num-

ber of groups, or type of algorithms used.
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